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Abstract

In order to solve the problem that individual coordinates are easily ignored
in the localization of abnormal behavior of marine fish, resulting in low
recognition accuracy, execution efficiency and high false alarm rate, this
paper proposes a method of fish abnormal behavior recognition based on
deep learning network model. Firstly, the shadow of the fish behavior data
is removed, and the background image is subtracted from each frame image
to get the gray image of the fish school. Then, the label watershed algorithm
is used to identify the fish, and the coordinates of different individuals in the
fish swarm are obtained. Combined with the experimental size constraints
and the number of fish, and combined with the deep learning network model,
the weak link of video tag monitoring of abnormal behavior of marine
fish is analyzed. Finally, the multi instance learning method and dual flow
network model are used to identify the anomaly of marine fish school. The
experimental results show that the method has high recognition accuracy, low
false alarm rate and high execution efficiency. This method can provide a
practical reference for the related research in this field.
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1 Introduction

The colony behavior of fish swarm is one of the important behaviors of fish.
Fish swarm behavior is one of the important behaviors of fish. More than
50% of the fish have group behavior [1]. They inhabit in groups, escape
from the enemy, or migrate. There are many reports about the recognition of
abnormal behavior of marine fish. Wu et al. [2] established a training model
to extract features by using convolutional neural network. Meanwhile, the
discriminating feature information was filtered out to recognize the abnormal
behavior of fish school via combining with the adaptive pool layer. Lu
et al. [3] took Koi as the research object, and the motion characteristic
parameters of the fish school under normal oxygen and low oxygen condi-
tions were obtained. Through the utility of the image processing technology,
the position histogram of the fish school was obtained, and the average
deviation of the fish position and posture was obtained, thus, composing
the motion characteristic parameters of the fish school in each image. Chen
et al. [4] gathered the images of normal state and feeding of fish through
the camera, and then the images were preprocessed, 13 texture features of
fish were extracted by gray difference statistics. Finally, the support vector
machine was used to classify and recognize the behavior of fish swarm.
There are obvious defects in the above methods. Due to the neglect of
the individual coordinates in the marine fish swarm, thus, resulting in low
recognition accuracy, execution efficiency and high false alarm rate. There-
fore, an in-depth learning network model was proposed to recognize the
abnormal behavior of marine fish swarm. The results show that the proposed
method has low false alarm rate, high recognition accuracy and execution
efficiency.

2 Method

2.1 Acquisition of Coordinate of Marine Fish Group

In order to research the dynamic behavior of fish group in the ocean, it is
necessary to obtain the trajectories of different individuals, at present, there
are two ways to obtain the trajectories of individuals in fish group.
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(1) According to the GPS chip embedded in the fish body, the movement
trajectories of different individuals can be obtained by GPS.

(2) Video data can be used to obtain the motion track of marine fish school,
the motion video of fish school is adopted, it is very convenient to collect
data, and the cost is low. However, the trajectory of different individuals
can be extracted from the video data.

In the field of computer vision, the fish group video tracking is a problem
of tracking multi-target moving object, the overall tracking framework in the
video of marine fish school is shown in Figure 1, the process is roughly
divided into three steps.

(1) According to the image preprocessing of marine fish group, the noise,
especially the shadow, can be removed;

(2) The current image is subtracted from the background image to separate
the fish from the background image [5, 6]. Combined with the size of the
experimental pool and the fixed number of fish, the watershed algorithm
with marks is used to calculate the barycenter coordinates of different
fish groups.

(3) Target tracking of marine fish school, in this step, it is necessary to match
the moving targets in the previous frame and the next frame.

In the video, the maximum data noise is from shadow. Due to the
influence of light and other factors, the shadow of the moving object will be
recognized. The “follow like a shadow” often leads to system misjudgment.
Shadow is often mistaken for a part of the target fish, and it is more likely to
cause adhesion between fish bodies. Therefore, it is necessary to remove the
shadow of fish in initial image. However, there are two main visual features
in the shadow data of marine fish school.

(1) A shadow that is significantly different from background can be regarded
as foreground;

(2) Shadow and target have the same motion attributes.

The C++ software library is used to remove the shadow of marine fish
school [7], for a given pixel p, v(p) is used to represent the vector of color
variance from shadow to background, and the color variance adopts three-
dimensional features.

x(p) = (α(p), θ(p), φ(p)) (1)
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Figure 1 Flow chart of video tracking of marine fish school.

In the above formula, α(p) denotes the brightness gradient, θ(p) and φ(p)
denote the direction in spherical coordinates, the specific calculation is shown
in following formulas:

α(p) =
||v(p)||
||BG(p)||

(2)

φ(p) =
arcoss(vB(p))

||v(p)||
(3)

θ(p) =
arcoss(vG(p))

||VR(p)||
(4)

In above formulas, BG(p) represents the background color of pixel p. The
superscripts (R,G, and B) represent the red, green and blue components in
RGB color space. During the operation the unsupervised method is adopted.
According to brightness and saturation, the pixels different from the back-
ground are selected as foreground candidate points [8, 9]. The feature points
x(p) of these candidate points are used to build Gaussian mixture model.
Meanwhile, the posterior probability of pixel is calculated by the model, so
that we can determine whether it is the foreground pixel or the background
pixel.
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The brightness of the pixel in the marine fish school obeys the indepen-
dent normal distribution. The mean and variance of brightness of p pixel is set
by sampling the images in time T. In order to effectively reduce the influence
of noise, it is necessary to use the median to substitute for the average value.
The specific calculation is shown in Formula (5)

µ(p) = median(t = 0,∆, 2∆, . . . ,T)It(p) (5)

In the above formula, It(p) represents the brightness of the pixel at time
p, µ(p) represents the median of pixel p in the time dimension. The specific
calculation of standard deviation is shown in Formula (6):

δ(p) = c×median(t = 0,∆, 2∆, . . . ,T)|It(p)− µ(p)| (6)

In the above formula, the constant c is to ensure that the accurate data is
established within the standard deviation range [10]. That is:

c =
1

(0.5)erf−1
√

2
(7)

Based on the background model, the constraints in Formula (8) are used
to determine the foreground and background.

l(p) =

{
foreground, if|It(p)− µ(p)|/δ(p) > threshold

background, otherwise
(8)

In the above formula, threshold represents the segmentation threshold.
Due to the serious overlap between fish bodies, the images formed

by background difference are usually connected with each other, but it is
unable to extract single fish. Next, the watershed segmentation algorithm
with makers can be used to perform morphological treatment on connected
regions.

Watershed segmentation algorithm is a mathematical morphology seg-
mentation algorithm based on topology theory. Its main idea is to regard the
image as a topological landform in geodesy. The gray value of each pixel in
image represents the elevation of point. Each local minimum and its influence
area are called catchment basin [11, 12]. The boundary of catchment basin is
called watershed. The concept and formation of watershed can be explained
by simulating the immersion process. On the surface of local minimum value,
we need to drill a small hole, and then the whole model will be slowly
invaded into the water. With the gradual deepening of invasion, the domain
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of influence of each minimum value will gradually expand outward, so that
a dam is built at the junction of the two catchments. Finally, a watershed is
formed.

In the ocean, the position of fish group should be expressed as:√
(x0 − xc)2 + (y0 − yc)2 ≤ R (9)

In the above formula, x0 and y0 represent the centroid of the connected
region, and yc represent the image coordinates of the center of ocean, R is
the radius length of the ocean.

The number N of marine fish groups is fixed, the number of fish schools
can be used as a priori knowledge to filter the noise. In binary images, the
regions of connected regions after size constraint are sorted from large to
small, and the first N connected regions are selected, and the redundant
connected regions should be eliminated [13].

It is necessary to set the speed of the fish group from the t− 1th frame to
tth frame and the position from the t−2th frame to tth. Similarly, the rotation
angle of fish in the next frame can also be predicted. The specific calculation
is shown as follows:

Tpredict = rt−1 + (rt−1 − rt−2) (10)

In the above formula, Tpredict represents the predicted position of the tth
frame, rt−1 represents the position of the t − 1th frame, rt−2 represents the
position of the t− 2 th frame. Based on the above principle, the rotation angle
of marine fish school in next frame can be accurately predicted. The specific
calculation is shown as follows:

θpredict = θt−1 + λ(θt−1 − θt−2)
(
− π

2π
/π
)

(11)

The error function between the predicted motion parameters and the
observed motion parameters is calculated in Formula (12)

error(xpredict, xobserved)

=

{
wp[(xpredict − xobserved)2] + [(ypredict − yobserved)2]

+ωd(θpredict − θobserved)2
(
− π

2π/π
) (12)

In the above formula, ωd represents the weight of the error of marine fish
school, and ωd represents the weight of angle error.
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The predicted motion and real motion state of N marine fish groups at
t time are considered to be X and Y of bipartite graph G. The specific
expressions of X and Y are:

X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} (13)

Y = {y1, y2, . . . , yn} (14)

ω(xi, yi) denotes the motion matching degree of xi and yi.

ω(xi, yi) = Glarge − error(xi, yi) (15)

In above formulas, Glarge denotes a constant that ensures ω(xi, yi) ≥ 0.
The target tracking problem is to solve the maximum complete matching
weight of bipartite graph, which is usually called the optimal matching
problem [14, 15]. The specific operation of the optimal matching problem
of bipartite graph is described as follows:

If the mapping l: V(G) −→ R satisfies that any x ∈ X, any y ∈ Yl(x) +
l(y) ≥ w(xy) holds, then l(v) is a feasible vertex label of bipartite graph G,
where:

El = {xy|xy ∈ E(G), l(x) + l(y) ≥ w(xy)} (16)

Combined with the above analysis, the label of initial marine fish school
is given.

l(xi) = maxjωij, l(yi) = 0, i, j = 1, 2, . . . ,N (17)

The set of adjacent points is calculated, and then the equal subgraph is
obtained

NGI(xi) = {yi ∈ Y; l(xi) + l(yi) = ωij} (18)

New feasible individual coordinates of marine fish group can be obtained
by adjusting the markers, the specific calculation is shown in Formula (19)

y =

l(v)− al, vεS
l(v) + al, vεT
l(v), v@S, v@T

(19)

2.2 Recognition for Abnormal Behavior of Marine Fish Group
Based on Deep Learning Network Model

After obtaining the coordinate points of individuals in different fish groups, it
is necessary to divide the whole video of fish-swarm movement into several
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Figure 2 Flow chart of abnormal behavior recognition of marine fish based on deep learning
network model.

video units. The first frame image of each video unit is extracted, and then fast
target recognition is used to identify the main body. Combined with the deep
learning network model, the weak supervision of the video label of abnormal
behavior of marine fish groups is analyzed [16]. The multi-instance learning
method and the dual-flow network model are combined to effectively realize
the recognition for abnormal behavior of marine fish group. The specific
process is shown in Figure 2.

The recognition for abnormal behavior of marine fish group can be
divided into three stages [17], including:

(1) Cell segmentation;
(2) Identification of behavior subjects;
(3) The context units constitute a unit block, as shown in Figure 3.

The operation flow of behavior/background division is given in Fig-
ure 4. The internal features and context features in unit block are obtained
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Figure 3 Flow chart of identification for behavior subjects.

Figure 4 Flow chart of behavior/background classification and border regression.

through the final pooling features [18, 19]. The final feature fc of c has a
certain correlation with other features. Final feature fc can be obtained by
Formula (20)

fc = P{(uj)
s
j}|P(uj)

s
s|(uj)

s
θ (20)
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It is assumed that there is a unit regression module in the movement of
marine fish group. The final feature of the module is fc. The whole unit block
mainly includes two output layers of relevant information.

(1) The first layer is output, which can calculate the confidence scores of
different behaviors;

(2) The second layer is the boundary of time series regression compensa-
tion.

The formula of regression compensation is calculated as follows:

os = su − sgt (21)

oe = eu − egt (22)

In above formulas, su represents the initial frame of the unit in the
motion video, eu represents the initial frame of the end unit in motion video,
sgt represents the starting frame of the real boundary in motion video, egt
represents the end frame of the real boundary in motion video of marine fish
school.

When training the behavior/background classification network, it is nec-
essary to label each unit block in different fish schools, and the positive
sample label needs to meet the following constraints [20, 21]:

(1) The unit blocks and any real behavior fragments overlap;
(2) The time series intersection division (tIoU) of the unit block and any real

fragment, which is bigger than 0, 5.

A multi-task loss functionL, a user training classification and a boundary
regression are established,

L = Lets + λLreg (23)

In the above formula, Lets represents the loss caused by the classification
of abnormal behavior of fish group. It is also a standard Softmax loss func-
tion, represents the loss of time series boundary regression, λ represents the
hyperparameter. Regression loss Lreg can be calculated by Formula (24):

Lreg =
1

Npot

N∑
j=1

I∗i |(os,j − o∗i,j) + (os,j − o∗i,j)| (24)

When the support vector machine is used to research the supervised clas-
sification, all samples can be adopted, the classifiers of different optimization
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functions are trained by Formula (25)

min
w

1

k

k∑
i=1

=
1

max(0, 1− yi)(W, ϕ(x)− b)
+

1

2
||W||2 (25)

In the above formula, 1 represents the hinge loss function, yi represents
the label of sample; ϕ(x) represents the feature representation of image block
or video clip, b represents the offset value, k represents the total number of
training samples, W represents the classifier that needs to be learned.

If there is abnormal behavior in the motion video of marine fish [22], it
will be marked as positive sample, otherwise it will be marked as negative
sample. The positive sample video is represented as positive sample bag Ba.
The elements in the bag composed of different time sequence segments in the
video are (p1, p2, . . . ,pm), where m represents the number of segments. If at
least one segment in the video contains abnormal behavior, the optimization
objective function in different bags can be expressed as follows:

min
w

1

z
=

z∑
j=1

max

(
0, 1−YB

(
max W

i∈Bj

φ(xi)− b

)
+

1

2
||w||

)
(26)

The video of marine fish group is divided into several segments with
the same time period, and all the video segments are applied to the bag. At
the same time, the improved CNN—RNN/C3D dual-flow network is used to
extract features. The specific operation is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5 Improved dual-flow network structure.
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It is impossible to accurately define the abnormal behavior of fish group
in ocean. However, it is very subjective. Due to different research objects, it
may lead to different results.

The recognition of abnormal behavior of marine fish group can be
regarded as a regression problem. In order to obtain more accurate results,
the following abnormal video judgment is used to obtain higher ranking loss,
the specific calculation is shown as follows:

f(Vα) ≥ f(Vn) (27)

In the above formula, V denotes the abnormal video clips, Vn denotes the
normal video clips; f(Vα) represents the corresponding abnormal prediction
score, whose value ranges from 0 to 1, f(Vn) also represents the predicted
abnormal score [23].

If there is no label in video-clip level, the relevant formula can’t be
adopted, the multi-instance sorting objective function can be expressed as
follows:

max
i∈BC

(Vi
α) ≥ max

i∈BC

(Vi
n) (28)

In the above formula, max will traverse the motion video clips of marine
fish group in each bag.

The hinge loss function is expressed as follows:

l(Ba,Bn) = max

(
0, 1−max

i∈Rn

f(Vi
o) + max

i∈Rn

f(Vi
n)

)
(29)

The loss function in Formula (29) ignores the potential temporal structure
of abnormal behavior in marine fish groups. In actual researches, the time
of abnormal behavior of fish is very short. In this case, the examples in the
abnormal bag are sparse, and only a few segments in the video have abnormal
behavior.

The sparsity and smoothness constraints are combined into the abnormal
score of examples, where, the loss function can be expressed as:

l(Ba,Bn) =


max

(
0, 1−max

i∈Rn

f(Vi
o) + max

i∈Rn

f(Vi
n)

)
+λ1

1∑(n−1)
i f(Vi

a)− f(Vi+1
a )

+ λ2
1∑(n−1)

i f(Vi
a)

(30)
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The loss function in Formula (30) is set as the ranking loss function in
deep learning network model, and the error is back propagated in positive
and negative samples, so that the maximum score frequency range can
be obtained. Combined with the above analysis, we can get the complete
objective function as shown in Formula (31) [24, 25]. That is:

L(w) = l(Ba,Bn) + λ3||w|| (31)

Based on above analysis, we analyzed the weak supervision of the tags
in abnormal behavior video of marine fish school through the deep learning
network model, and combined the multi-instance learning method and the
dual-flow network model to identify the anomaly of marine fish school.

EGi = 1/N(N− 1)
∑

i,j∈(Gt)

1/Li,j (32)

3 Experiments

In order to verify the comprehensive effectiveness of the method in this work,
the simulation experiments are carried out, the experimental conditions are as
follows: the population size is 30, the dimension is 30, the algorithm runs 30
times for each test function, and the maximum cut-off algebra of each test
function is 2500.

In order to further verify the recognition accuracy of the method, 600
frames are selected from the video of each fish swarm movement as the
experimental data. Simultaneously, the motion trajectory of the fish school
in the ocean is obtained manually. The recognition accuracy of different
algorithms is evaluated in detail.

The accuracy of target recognition is evaluated according to occlusion
rate, separation rate and recognition rate, the formula of occlusion rate is as
follows:

OR =
#OcclusionFrame

#TotalFream
(33)

where #Occlusionframe represents the number of frames with occlusion,
#TotalFream is the total number of frames. The formula of separation rate
is as follows:

SR =
#SuccessSeparationFream

#OcclusionFrame
(34)
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where #SuccessSeparationFream represents the number of detached
frames, #OcclusionFrame is the number of frames with occlusion. The
formula of recognition rate is as follows:

RR = 1−OR + OR ∗ SR (35)
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(a) The recognition accuracy of the method in this paper 

(b) The recognition accuracy of the method in reference [2] 

Figure 6 Continued
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(c) The recognition accuracy of the method in reference [3] 

Number of fish school/(a)
50 10 15 20 25 30

20

40

60

80

100
Occlusion rateSeparation rate Recognition rate

(d) The recognition accuracy of the method in reference [4] 
Figure 6 The comparison of recognition accuracy of different recognition methods.

As shown in Figure 6, the evaluation indexes of various identification
methods vary with the number of fish swarm. Obviously, the recognition
accuracy of this method is higher than that of the other three methods. This is
because the method in this paper solves the problem about fish swarm target
localization. During the process of fish swarm abnormal behavior recog-
nition, the individual’s position can be tracked in real-time, thus ensuring
the accuracy of the recognition results, and timely detecting the fish with
abnormal behavior in the marine fish swarm.
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False alarm rate/(%)

 
(a) 

False alarm rate/(%)

(b) 

Figure 7 The comparison of false alarm rate of different recognition methods.

As shown in Figure 7, the method in our work solves the positioning
of individual coordinates in the fish swarm, thus effectively reducing the
external interference, and lowing the false alarm rate.

In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed methods, the execution
efficiency experiments of different methods were carried out, the results were
shown in Figure 8.

As shown in Figure 8, clearly, the efficiency of this method is the highest,
this is because the method can accurately obtain the specific coordinates of
the fish school in the ocean and reduce the time of tracking fish school, thus
improving the execution efficiency.

4 Conclusions

Since the traditional methods have the defects, this paper proposes a method
based on deep learning network model to identify the abnormal behavior of
marine fish, the main results are as follows:

(1) The feature extraction of abnormal behavior in marine fish swarm is
investigated in detail, and its advantages and disadvantages are analyzed
and improved.

(2) The pre-processing method is used to eliminate the Yin and Yang parts
of the motion video data of the marine fish swarm. The gray image of the
fish school is obtained by subtracting the background image from each
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Figure 8 The Comparison of execution efficiency of different identification methods.

frame image. Meanwhile, the specific coordinate position of the fish
school is obtained by utilizing the watershed algorithm with markers.

(3) The candidate area and the monitoring modules are analyzed for fea-
ture, and the behavior/background classification network is used, the
candidate area is determined to obtain the final time axis location.

(4) The characteristics of fish with abnormal behavior are analyzed. Associ-
ating with multi instance learning method and dual flow network model,
the abnormal behavior recognition of marine fish swarm is achieved.

However, there are still some defects in this method, the following aspects
in the future will be studied in detail:
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(1) The information transmission network based on marine fish swarm is
constructed to improve the accuracy of identification results.

(2) Each individual in the marine fish school can quickly respond to external
stimuli and environmental changes, but the decision-making rules and
strategies of different individuals in the fish school are still unclear and
need further research.

(3) The method of interaction between robot animals and animal popula-
tions should be used to identify the abnormal behavior of marine fish
swarm, further revealing the information transmission mechanism and
dynamic behavior of fish schools.

(4) The recognition methods of abnormal behavior of fish swarm should be
extended, such as sparse representation method.

(5) A new method which can not only extract the complete feature of time
information, but also describe the image better will be designed in the
future.

(6) Realization of online recognition of abnormal behavior of marine fish
school will be also research focus in the future.
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